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Dr. Amanda Barrientez, the founder of NFA (No Fucking Around)
Money™, is an internationally recognized professional speaker and
disruptive influencer. Her expert money mindset strategies have
earned her the affectionate reputation as “The Money Healer”  because
she delivers impactful results in her thought-provoking talks.
 
Dr. Amanda is the author of the internationally bestselling book "I Am A
Money Magnet: The Top 30 Money Making AffirMantras to Manifest
More." She’s also the creator of the Money Blocks Profile™ and the NFA
Money Formula™. Dr. Amanda specializes in creating cutting-edge
strategies to help clients master their mindsets to succeed financially
and in all areas of life and business.
 
Since 2019, Dr. Amanda went from food stamps to building a 6-figure
business in its first year. Her rapidly growing expert platform has an
international presence, and she’s helped thousands of individuals
master their mindsets to maximize success through social media,
podcasting, YouTube, workshops, masterminds, 1:1 coaching, and
speaking to conference attendees. 
 
Dr. Amanda quickly earned a powerhouse speaker’s reputation by
speaking on (virtual) stages with world-renowned experts - Ed Mylette
and Jairek Robbins. Heartrpreneurs® shared, “If you're looking for a
powerful money mindset speaker, I highly recommend Dr. Amanda -
she'll absolutely bring transformational value to your audience!”
 
When Dr. Amanda speaks, your conference attendees will light up and
sit on the edge of their seats wanting more because of her facilitation
style. She is authentic, shares vulnerable stories, and interactively
teaches seminar attendees “practical actionable strategies” that
create immediate mindset transformation.
 
Dr. Amanda’s magnetic speaking style is exemplified by her winning
student-nominated teaching awards at the University of Colorado in
Boulder, her monetized and rapidly growing NFA Money YouTube
Channel, and her top 5% globally rated podcast called The Woman
Entrepreneur Podcast. 
 
Successful organizations and companies such as The Boulder Chamber
of Commerce, Smart Real Estate Coach®, Conscious Family®,
Heartrepreneurs® and numerous other companies invest in Dr.
Amanda’s workshop-style speaking year after year.

Dr. Amanda’s been a guest on over 150 podcasts and she has been
featured in the media on successful outlets such as USA Today, ABC,
CBS, NBC, and Brainz Magazine sharing mindset strategies to help
others maximize abundance in life and business.
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